
It was, Like, Negah! Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky (Torah.org)

Like (lîk) adjective 1. Possessing the same or almost the same

characteristics; similar: on this and like occasions. 2.Alike: They are as

like as two siblings. 3. Having equivalent value or quality.

Ah, the good old days, when the word meant something. Today, the

kids have found a new interpretation for the word.

"So I was, like, hello?" "So I was on the checkout counter, and the girl

in front of me had, like, some apples."

I am wont to interject, "were they like apples? You mean, that actually

they were not apples, but rather they were really oranges disguised

by a shiny red coating?"

But just as our parents learned to realize that the word cool was no

longer a setting on an air-conditioner, or a description of current

climate conditions, I decided to accept that like has also

metamorphosed into just another expression. I guess it's, like, cool.

But maybe there was more than etymological benefit to this exercise

in social adaptation. I began to adjust my thought process and

applying the fact that the word like has taken on new meaning. And I
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Candle Lighting and Shabbos Between 6.33pm and 7.41pm

Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 7.30pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 6.00pm / 7.45pm

Rov’s Shiur on gqt ipiprRov’s Shiur on Following 2nd Mincha

y"w onf seq 9.47am

Sunday 1st/2nd Minyan 7.15am / 8.20am

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 7.45pm (Shabbos 7.54pm)

applied that thinking to this week's Torah reading.

The parsha tells us this week that just as the concept of an irregular

blemish can appear on one's body or hair, it can also appear on the

walls of his home. And when a negah appears in his home, he goes to

the kohen and declares, "like a negah appeared to me in my home."

The afflicted sounds like a child of the new millennium. Why does he

not say I may have a negah? Why use the words "like a negah." After all

if it looks like a negah and acts like a negah than it must be a negah!

Why then does he use the word like in describing it?

Rabbi Paysach Krohn loves to tell the beautifully haunting story
of the woman who left Rusk Institute with her child who was in a
wheelchair. It was a wintry day and the chill that pervaded the
young boy’s fragile bones declared its chilling presence with
the icy frosting it left on the exposed metal of his wheelchair.

Waiting at the bus stop on the corner of 34th and 2nd Avenue,
three large city busses whizzed by, unable to accommodate the
mother and the child and his special chair. It was only after a
half-hour wait that the mother flagged down a bus and insisted
to the driver that he allow them to board.

As the poor woman struggled to lift the wheelchair into the
narrowly impatient doors that waited to slam like the jaws of a
tiger, the driver shouted at her, "Lady you'll have to wait for a bus
with a lift! I gotta go!"

Immediately a few passengers jumped to her defense! “It's
freezing out there. We will wait!"

Embarrassed into submission, the driver acquiesced. As the
mother and child settled in their place on the bus, one said to
her, "Your child is not handicapped. It only seems that way. In
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Maariv & Motzei Shabbos 8.50pm

Mincha & Maariv All Week 7.50pm

7.10am / 9.30amThursday
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Mazel Tov to the Mr & Mrs Bernard Marcovic on the birth of a

granddaughter, born to Mr & Mrs Avi Marcovic.

Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Kalman Bookman on the engagement of

their granddaughter Rachi in Israel to Yossi Rosengarten.

Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Joel Debson on the birth of a daughter.

There will be a Kiddush after Davenning on Shabbos which is

sponsored by Mr Yaakov Hendel Rosen on the occasion of his

50th birthday -

The second Shiur for Ladies on the Halachos of Pesach takes place

this Sunday evening from 8.30 - 9.00pm.

The first shiur for Men on Inyonei Pesach takes place after the

second Minyan for Mincha in place of the Mishnayos Shiur.

During the holiday season we will be holding a second Minyan for

Shacharis at 9.30am, see the back page for further details.

Kiddush This Shabbos

Pesach Shiurim

Late Minyan for Shacharis
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Those who wish to give the Rov money for may do so at

any time for distribution to needy local families to cover Pesach

expenses.

The Rov is available for in Shul after Davenning or by

prior arrangement at his home.

7.10amMonday
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1. Which five ‘ingredients’ are needed to purify a ?

2. What else is done with the blood of the ?

3. Which are brought by a poor , for his

purification?

4. What is done with the materials removed from a house

with (i.e. stones and earth)?

5. What is done with an earthenware touched by a ?

6. Someone touches a chair upon which a has sat. What

should he do? (Why nowadays, are things ‘different’?)

7. Which are brought by a , for her purification?

H. Which trick did the king of think that the army of

were doing?
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truth it is the driver that has a handicapped mind!"

The Torah is telling us an important foundation in negativity. When one

seemingly has a blemish or sees a blemish in his own home, he has no

right to declare it as such. He may have a problem but should never

declare it until seeking spiritual confirmation.

One may think it is a blemish, it may even appear as a blemish yet until

confirmed by the compassionate kohen, it is only like a blemish.

However, until confirmed with counsel, it is not. If one goes to the

kohen and learns to utilize the impairing experience to grow, to

become more patient, more understanding, and perhaps more

sensitive to others, then the hindrances that he or she experience

may be troublesome, they may even be disheartening, they may

even be like a handicap -- but they are truly not. Because the

handicap is only in the mind; and what is on the body is only like a

blemish that can fade away like the whiz of a speeding bus on 34th

Street.

This week's Parsha follows upon the last, and describes the

purification process of a cured Metzora - one who fell victim to the

illness of tzara'as.

At the conclusion of the process, he or she must bring sacrifices to

the Temple, which are ordinarily two male and one female lambs. If,

however, this is beyond what the individual can afford, the

requirement is reduced to one male lamb and two doves or

pigeons.

Those who Think They Know Better, are No Better
Rabbi Yaakov Menken (Torah.org)

Rabbi Yisroel Mayer Kagen, known as the Chofetz Chaim, derives a

lesson from this passage that is especially appropriate to those of us

living outside large Jewish communities.

He says that many people pray, learn and do Mitzvos, and they say to

themselves, "well, if I'm not doing things so perfectly, at least I'm doing

a great deal better than my friends and neighbors!"

They fail to realize - writes the Rabbi - that they are rich in knowledge

that their friends lack.

A poor person can bring two doves or pigeons, but a rich person

who brings a poor man's sacrifice has not fulfilled his obligations. So

too, while those who lack knowledge may be able to satisfy their

Creator with minimal performance of the Mitzvos, those who "know

better" are expected to act accordingly.


